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L -F CY ν i Z L C C HARVESTER

DEVICE

The present invention deals with a multi-

frequency vibration piezoelectric harvester device.

As known, there are devices, also known as

"energy harvesters", which are able to capture

energy from external sources present in the

surrounding environment (sun energy, thermal

energy, kinetic energy from vibrations, etc.) and

transform it into exploitable electric energy, for

example, from other user devices or electronic

systems such as, for example, sensors and micro-

sensors. It is thereby clear how the environment

advantageously represents an abundant source of

energy, if compared with the amount of energy which

can be stored in common accumulators such as

batteries, capacitors and the like.

In particular, among the various energy

sources which can be used, vibrations can be

advantageously exploited to make harvester devices:

in fact, when a device is Subjected to vibrations,



it is possible to use an inertial mass suitably

connected to an electric transducer to transform

kinetic energy into electric energy. Therefore,

harvester devices have been developed in the years

which are equipped with linear oscillating

mechanical systems capable of transforming the

kinetic energy provided by vibrations into electric

energy through capacitive, inductive or

piezoelectric transducers. In particular, the

physical phenomenon on which harvester devices with

piezoelectric operation are based consists in

generating electric voltage in particular materials

when they are subjected to an external mechanical

stress (compression, traction, flexure, torsion) .

The effect is reversible: in fact, if a potential

difference is applied to the same material, this

contract or expands.

Currently, mechanical oscillators are designed

so that their resonant frequency is near to

dominating frequencies typical of mechanical

vibrations characterizing the particular

environmental context. In many real cases, however,

such solutions show a rathe low efficiency since

frequencies characteristic: of mechanical vibrations

usually cover a very wide range of frequencies. In



particular, environmental vibrations are due to

strongly heterogeneous sources such as, for

example, vibrations induced by turbulent fluid-

dynamic flow, seismic noise vibrations causes by

reaction motors or the motion of vehicles on a

surface with random outline. The difficulties in

conceiving wide band harvester devices therefore

resides in that for the above situations, it is not

possible to define one or more resonant frequencies

which are characteristic of the system, since,

depending on the features of the vibration, there

will be instead a certain number of peaks in the

power spectral density of the stress. In general,

it is however possible to demonstrate that, for

stresses characterized by very distributed spectral

densities, the response of a wide band oscillator

is energetically more advantageous if compared with

that of a mono-frequency resonant oscillator.

Therefore, object of the present invention is

solving the above prior art problems, by providing

a multi-frequency vibration piezoelectric harvester

device capable of generating electric energy by

exploiting, through a piezoelectric effect,

vibration stresses characterized by very

distributed spectral densities, thereby increasing



the range of applications of the device.

Another object of the present invention is

providing a multi-frequency vibration piezoelectric

harvester device capable of exploiting a wide band

vibration excitation generating a higher power and

more efficiently with respect to prior art devices.

Moreover, an object Of the present invention

is providing an harvester device whose sizes are

more compact with respect to what is proposed by

the prior art.

The above and other objects and advantages of

the invention, as will appear from the following

description, are obtained with an harvester device

as claimed in claim 1 . Preferred embodiments and

non-trivial variations of the present invention are

the subject matter of the dependent claims.

It is intended that all enclosed claims are an

integral part of the present description.

It will be immediately obvious that numerous

variations and modifications (for example related

to shape, sizes, arrangements and parts with

equivalent functionality) can be made to what is

described, without departing from the scope of the

invention as appears from the enclosed claims.

The present invention will be better described



by some preferred embodiments thereof, provided as

a non-limiting example, with reference to the

enclosed drawings, in which:

- Figure 1 shows a top perspective view of the

harvester device according to the present

invention; and

Figure 2 shows a graph related to a transfer

function of the harvester device according to the

present invention.

With reference to Figure 1 , it is possible to

note that the multi-frequency vibration

piezoelectric harvester device 1 according to the

present invention comprises:

at least one supporting structure 3 for

connection with the external environment;

at least one main oscillating small beam 5

comprising at least one element with piezoelectric

effect adapted to convert the mechanical vibration

energy to which the device 1 according to the

present invention is subjected, into electric

energy. For example, such element with

piezoelectric effect is at least one plate 6 made

of piezoelectric material arranged on at least one

surface thereof: preferably, such main oscillating

small beam 5 has both its opposite surfaces



equipped with such plates 6 made of piezoelectric

material in order to increase the produced electric

energy;

at least one dynamic amplifier 2 arranged

between such main oscillating small beam 5 and such

supporting structure 3 , such dynamic amplifier 2

being adapted to create at least two resonant

frequencies, which delimit the range of frequencies

in which the device is efficient in converting

vibration energy, cooperating with such main

oscillating small beam 3 .

Preferably, such main oscillating small beam 5

is placed in an engaged-free configuration, thereby

having at least one free end with respect to the

supporting structure 3 of the device 1 according to

the present invention.

Preferably, the main oscillating small beam 3

is made of an elastic material (for example steel

or aluminium) .

Preferably, the main oscillating small beam 5

is equipped with at least one first seismic mass 7

placed next to the free end of the small beam 5

itself, the purpose of such seismic mass 7 being

lowering the natural oscillating frequencies of

such main oscillating small beam 5 and increasing



the dampening of the oscillations.

As known, in fact, a piezoelectric harvester

device, like the prior art ones, equipped only with

a small oscillating beam has a well determined

oscillating frequency of the first modal shape:

usually, the following modal shape is excited at a

frequency of a greater order of magnitude, making

thereby scarcely efficient to use the small beam

when external vibrations have a wide but limited

frequency spectrum. In order to pass such limit,

the harvester device 1 according to the present

invention therefore comprises the dynamic amplifier

cooperating with the main oscillating small beam 5

to create at least the two relatively near

excitation frequencies.

Preferably, such dynamic amplifier 2 is a

mass-^spring-dampener system comprising at least two

secondary oscillating small beams 4a, 4b, each of

which comprises at least one element with

piezoelectric effect adapted to convert the

mechanical vibration energy to which the device 1

according to the present invention is subjected,

into electric energy, and having a first end

connected to such supporting structure 3 and a

second end opposite to such first end connected to



at least one second seismic mass 9 , such main

oscillating small beam 5 having an opposite end to

its free end connected to such second seismic mass

9 .

Also in this case, for example, such element

with piezoelectric effect is at least one plate 8

made of piezoelectric material arranged on at least

one surface of such secondary oscillating small

beam 4a, 4b: preferably, each of such secondary

oscillating small beams 4a, 4b has both its

opposite surfaces equipped with such plates 8 made

of piezoelectric material i order to increase the

produced electric energy: obviously, the

piezoelectric elements, and in particular the

plates 6 , 8 made of piezoelectric material, can be

connected in series or in parallel, if voltage or

current output from device 1 according to the

present invention has respectively to be increased.

Therefore, it must be noted how,

advantageously, the device 1 according to the

present invention provides an increase of the

generated power also due to the use of many

piezoelectric elements, such as for example the

piezoelectric plates 6 , 8 , arranged both on the

main oscillating small beam 5 and on the secondary



oscillating small beams 4a, 4b of the dynamic

amplifier 2 .

In the preferred embodiment of the device 1

according to the present invention, the main

oscillating small beam 5 is arranged as an exemple

in a position interposed between the secondary

oscillating small beams 4a, 4b: obviously, though

keeping the same operating principle described

above, numerous alternative configurations are

possible without thereby departing from the scope

of the present invention. For example, the main

oscillating small beam could be divided and

arranged outside the dynamic amplifier: in this

case, the two main oscillating small beams could be

synchronized on different frequencies, in order to

obtain a global response with three resonance peaks

and therefore a further widened band.

A further alternative can exploit a geometry

with many planes of symmetry.

Moreover, it must be noted how the

configuration of the device 1 according to the

present invention as proposed above, can be used

not only for embodiments with conventional

technologies, but also for a miniaturization

through technologies typical of the semiconductor



industry.

As an example, the device 1 according to the

present invention has been described above taking

into account double- frequency oscillating systems.

An example of a transfer function of this device 1

is therefore shown in Figure 2 , in which as input

there is the acceleration spectrum of mechanical

vibrations applied to the supporting structure 3

while as output there is he produce voltage.

Resonance peaks (a) and (b) generated by the

presence of the dynamic amplifier 2 are shown:

these two peaks are placed on the sides of the

single resonance peak which would be produced by

the main oscillating small beam 5 only. When there

is the dynamic amplifier 2 , this single peak is

depressed while the two peaks (a) and (b) appears.

A system having a divided excitation peak generates

a higher power with respect to that of a single-

peak system, since the delivered power is

proportional to the area subtended by the curve

described by the transfer function: such area, with

the same height, is greater when there is a divided

peak, as can be seen in Figure 2 .



CLAIMS

1 . Multi-frequency vibration piezoelectric

harvester device (1) characterized in that it

comprises:

- at least one supporting structure (3) for

connection with an external environment;

at least one main oscillating small beam (5)

comprising at least one element with piezoelectric

effect;

- at least one dynamic amplifier (2) arranged

between said main oscillating small beam (5) and

said supporting structure (3), said dynamic

amplifier (2) being adapted to create at least two

resonant frequencies cooperating with said main

oscillating small beam (3) .

2 . Device (1) according to claim 1 , characterized

in that said element with piezoelectric effect is

at least one plate (6) made of piezoelectric

material arranged on at least one surface of said

main oscillating small beam (5) .

3 . Device (1) according to th previous claim,

characterized in that said main oscillating small

beam (5) has both its opposite surfaces equipped

with said plates (6) made of piezoelectric

material .



4 . Device (1) according to the previous claim,

characterized in that said main oscillating small

beam (5) is placed in an engaged-free

configuration, having at least one free end with

respect to said supporting structure (3) *

5 . Device (1) according to the previous claim,

characterized in that said main oscillating small

beam (5) is equipped with at least one first

seismic mass (7) placed next to said free end of

said small beam (5) .

6 . Device (1) according to any one of the

previous claims, characterized in that said dynamic

amplifier (2) is a mass-Spring-dampener system

comprising at least two secondary oscillating small

beams (4a, 4b) , each of said secondary oscillating

small beams (4a, 4b) comprising at least one

element with piezoelectric effect and having a

first end connected to said supporting structure

(3) and a second end opposite to said first end

connected to at least one second seismic mass (9),

said main oscillating small beam (5) having an

opposite end to its free end connected to said

second seismic mass (9) .

7 . Device (1) according to the previous claim,

characterized in that said element with



piezoelectric effect is at least e plate (8) made

of piezoelectric material arranged on at least one

surface of said secondary oscillating small beam

(4a, 4b) .

8 . Device (1) according to the previous claim,

characterized in that each of said secondary

oscillating small beams (4a, 4b) has both its

opposite surfaces equipped with said plates (8)

made of piezoelectric material.

9 . Device (1) according to any one of the

previous claims, characterized in that said main

oscillating small beam (5) is arranged in a

position interposed between said secondary

oscillating small beams (4a, 4b).

10. Device (1) according to any one of claims 1 to

6 , characterized in that said main oscillating

small beam is divided and arranged outside said

dynamic amplifier.

11. Device (1) according to th previous claim,

characterized in that said secondary oscillating

small beams (4a, 4b) are tuned on different

frequencies.
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